We present an approximate analysis of a queue with dynamically changing input rates that are based on implicit or explicit feedback information. This is motivated by proposals for adaptive congestion control algorithms RaJa 88, Jac 88 , where the sender's window size at the transport level is adjusted based on perceived congestion level of a bottleneck node. We develop an analysis methodology for a simpli ed system; however, it is powerful enough to answer the important questions regarding stability, convergence or oscillations, fairness and the signi cant e ect that delayed feedback plays on performance. Speci cally, w e nd that, in the absence of feedback delay, the linear increase exponential decrease algorithm of Jacobson and Ramakrishnan-Jain Jac 88, RaJa 88 is provably stable and fair. Delayed feedback, on the other hand, introduces oscillations for every individual user as well as unfairness across those competing for the same resource. While the simulation study of Zhang Zha 89 and the uid-approximation study of Bolot and Shankar BoSh 90 have observed the oscillations in cumulative queue length and measurements by Jacobson Jac 88 have revealed some of the unfairness properties, the reasons for these have not been identi ed. This study quantitatively identi es the cause of the these e ects, vis-a-vis the system parameters and properties of the algorithm used.
Introduction
We i n vestigate the performance of congestion control protocols that dynamically change input rates based on feedback information received from the network. This is motivated by proposals for adaptive congestion control algorithms Jac 88, RaJa 88,90 , where the sender's window size at the transport layer is adjusted based on perceived congestion level of a bottleneck node.
Demers et. al. DeKeSh 89 report a simulation study that compares the Jacobson and Ramakrishnan-Jain algorithms Jac 88, RaJa 88,90 vis-a-vis scheduling disciplines used in intermediate gateways. Zhang Zhang 89 compares the TCP protocol, which incorporates the Jacobson algorithm, to her Virtual Clock Protocol. In there, she reports some oscillatory properties of the Jacobson algorithm. She also observes that connections with larger number of hops receive a poorer share of an intermediate resource than those with a smaller number of hops. Jacobson had also reported this in his measurements Jac 88 . Bolot and Shankar BoSh 90 studied the behavior of the Ramakrishnan-Jain algorithm using a uid approximation model and they too observed the oscillatory characteristics. Recently, some interesting studies have been reported by Mitra and Seery MiSe 90, Mit 90 and Shenker She 90 . Mitra and Seery have developed a new feedback based dynamic window adjustment algorithm based on asymptotic analysis of queueing networks, while Shenker has studied some intrinsic properties of feedback based ow control.
In this study, w e develop, from rst principles, a FokkerPlanck equation for the evolution of the joint probability density function of queue length and arrival rate at the bottleneck node. This approximates the transient behavior of a queue subjected to adaptive rate-control. We then seek answers to questions regarding stability or oscillations and fairness of a particular adaptive algorithm. We also investigate the e ect of delayed feedback on performance.
We nd that, in the absence of feedback delay, senders using the Jacobson-Ramakrishnan-Jain or JRJ Algorithm Jac 88, RaJa 88,90 or rather, an equivalent rate-based algorithm converge to an equilibrium. Further, this algorithm is fair in that all sources sharing a resource get an equal share of the resource if they use the same parameters for adjusting their rates. The exact share of the resource that di erent sources get when they use di erent parameters is also determined.
A delay in the feedback information introduces cyclic behavior. If di erent sources get the feedback information after di erent amounts of delay, then the algorithm may also be unfair, i.e., the sources may get unequal throughput. These results strengthen the observations in previous studies and also identify the underlying reasons. For instance, if the adaptive algorithm is linear-increase exponential-decrease, then the oscillations are due to delayed feedback. However, if the adaptive algorithm is linear-increase linear-decrease, then the oscillations could be due to both the algorithm itself and the delay in the feedback path. Also unfairness is partly due to the larger feedback delay su ered by the longer connections as compared to the shorter ones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Section 3 motivates the analysis methodology. In Section 4, a Fokker-Planck approximation for the time dependent queue behavior is derived. Section 5 discusses the properties of the JRJ-algorithm when only one source is using the resource. Section 6 investigates the properties of the system with multiple sources. Section 7 re-investigates these properties in the presence of delayed feedback. Section 8 presents our conclusions.
The model we h a ve c hosen is motivated by the Jacobson-Ramakrishnan-Jain Algorithm for window adjustment. In the JRJ algorithm, when congestion is detected by implicit or explicit feedback, the window size is decreased multiplicatively. However, when there is no congestion, it is increased linearly | to probe for more bandwidth, i. To understand the behavior of dynamic congestion control algorithms, we study a queueing system with a time varying input rate. The latter is adjusted periodically based on some feedback that the end-point receives about the state of the queue. We are interested in the time evolution of the queue length density function.
Let us assume that we are changing the arrival rate, t; based on the current queue length, Qt; at some bottleneck node. An example adaptive control algorithm could be In the following section, we motivate the methodology chosen. The method adopted can not only lead to a better theoretical understanding of a key problem but also be useful in solving other problems that might i n volve some form of feedback.
Methodology
To analyze the e ect of Equation 2, Bolot and Shankar BoSh 90 have used two separate di erential equations, one for the queue length, Qt; and another for the arrival rate t: Q t depends on t as follows:
where is the mean service rate. dt=dt is given by Equation 2. These are then coupled together, i.e., t drives the di erential equation for Qt and vice-versa. Their model assumes that Qt and t are both deterministic. To see this, suppose that Qt were a random variable and say, w e w ere observing the process fQt; tg as time progressed see Figure 1 . Given some initial values Q0; 0; let the queue length at time t be Qt = q; for some q: At this point, the value of t is dependent o n not just the current v alue of q; but also on the sample path of Qs; 0 s t: Intermediate values of the queue length a ects because of Equation 2 and since the sample path of Q is random, t itself is a random variable. Therefore t and Qt are both independent v ariables describing the system.
Hence, we consider a model with two independent v ariables. Let be the average service rate of the queue and let t = t , be the instantaneous queue growth rate with the convention that t = 0 if Qt = 0 and t : We de ne ft; q; to be the joint probability density function of Qt; t: Our goal is to understand the time dependent behavior of f based on g and the variabilities of Qt and t: We address this in the next section.
4. Fokker-Planck approximation for queue with feedback control Suppose that at time t; the queue length and queue growth rate are given by Qt = q and t = :We w ant to express the density function ft + ;q; in terms of ft;q;: We assume that variability i n is caused only by the random sample path of Q and there is no`intrinsic' variability i n : Then, given Qt + = q; and some small ; t + = + g : 4
Let ht+ ;q;jt;q; be the conditional probability o f the transition between q; and q; in time time t; t+ :
Then by the law of total probability, ft+ ;q; = and study a reduced system. We therefore have a h yperbolic partial di erential equation whose properties can be explored by studying its characteristics. We will address the e ects of 2 being positive at the end of this section. Next, consider Quadrant II. Here Q q and 0 i.e., : From Equation 14, the Q-drift is again positive since 0: However, the -drift is now negative because d=dt is ,C 1 for Q q:The characteristic, which is the resultant of these two drifts, is increasing in Q but decreasing in as shown in Figure 2 .
We can similarly check that in Quadrant III, both the Q-drift and the -drift are negative while in Quadrant IV, the Q-drift is negative but the -drift is positive. The directions of individual drifts and the characteristics are shown in the gure. Now, suppose we w ere to trace the path of a`particle' that obeys both Equation 14 and Equation 2. This path will follow the characteristic. Therefore, from the above argument, it is clear that the trajectory would either be a cycle or a spiral; the latter could be one that converges inwards or diverges outward. Further, a convergent spiral could home in to either a limit point or a limit cycle. Theorem 1 below s a ys that the path of any particle obeying Equations 2 and 14 ignoring the 2 term is a convergent cycle with the limit point Q = q and = 0 : Notice that this is exactly the desired point of operation of the adaptive algorithm. ,t 2 , t 1 + 
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The question then is whether 2 = 0 is greater than 1; less than 1 or equal to 1: From Figure 3 , we see that if 2 = 0 were greater than 1; we w ould have a converging spiral. We verify next that this is indeed the case. Notice that this characteristic cannot hit the boundary for ; because the q-drift which is positive for ; will pull it to the right. Therefore, if it hits the q = 0 This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1: If both the increase and the decrease components are linear, then the system will never converge.
Proof :
We s a w from Equation 20 that the amount o f o vershoot exactly equals the amount of undershoot during the linear increase phase irrespective of the value of C 0 : The same is true in the reverse direction for a linear decrease algorithm. Hence, the system moves in a non-convergent cycle.
We n o w address the changes that occur due to being nonzero and small. To do this, consider an initial state that is zero except for a small rectangle in which the function f is constant. Assume that this rectangle is to the left of the line q = q: Let the rectangle be given by q 12 q and 1 2 : The main mass of the solution will proceed as it would under the in uence of the characteristics, but with the additional change due to di usion in the q direction. According to our analysis there is no di usion in the direction. Thus the solution to the left of q = q will be sharply limited between the two lines 1 + C 0 t and 2 + C 0 t: As the solution encounters the line q = q; it will change the direction of motion, and there will be a spreading of the solution in the direction because of the di erent times that the di erent parts encounter the line q = q: The main mass of the solution will follow the path given by the characteristics for small times.
For longer times, the convergence of the characteristics to the limit point, suggests that the probability distribution will converge to a limiting distribution. Most likely the limiting solution will be independent of the initial conditions. More study is required to resolve this speculation. This limiting distribution will be a smooth function, except perhaps at the line q = q where g changes sign, due to the di usion in q and the spreading in : Note that the steady-state equation f q + gf = 1 2 2 fis locally of parabolic type with being the time-like v ariable and q being the space-like v ariable and thus has innitely di erentiable solutions. The analysis of this equation is nontrivial since the coe cient of the time-like direction changes sign with q:
A n umerical simulation of the pde illustrates this behavior, see Figures 4-6. The nite di erence scheme used for this solution will be described elsewhere. Figure 4 shows the contour plot of an arbitrary probability density function f at t = 0 and at a slightly later time. In this experiment, q was set to 4:5;C 0 was 0:5 and C 1 was 0:8: The pdf contours turn around the quadrants as expected, but also spread out because of the di usion term. For longer times, the main mass of the density function spirals around as seen in Figures q; one may expect to be less than zero at these points. This is not a proof but only an intuitive explanation as to why the peak is seen to settle at a point at which :
6. Multiple Sources We h a ve assumed so far that there is only a single source transmitting through a particular node. We next investigate the properties of the system with multiple sources. Specically, w e are interested in the convergence and fairness properties when multiple sources compete for a resource. There are two`feedback s c hemes' that we consider; one where all the sources receive the same cumulative queue length information RaJa 88, Jac 88 and another, where each source receives its own queue length information only. 4 In the latter case, fairness is guaranteed by the scheduler; the analysis of the previous sections then apply directly to each source; if there are n sources, we c hange to =n and apply Equations 2 and 12. The conclusion is that the system is both convergent and fair.
Next, let us consider the case when all sources receive the common queue length information. All of them adjust their rates according to Algorithm 2. If there are n sources, let 1 t; 2 t; ; n t denote their transmission rates This is the equivalent v ersion of Equation 2 for multiple sources. Equations 12 and 35 completely specify the behavior of the system. From Theorem 1, this system of multiple sources converges. Notice that the increase rate is proportional to n; but the decrease rate is unchanged. Therefore, the length of the spiral trajectory the path to convergence is the same, but the time to traverse it is shortened see Equations 18 and 19.
We next investigate if Algorithm 35 is fair. If it is, then the 0 i s must be equal to each other in the limit.
Theorem 2:
Algorithm 35 is fair.
Proof :
For the purposes of this proof, let us assume that the di erent sources use di erent increase and decrease parameters. 5 Suppose there are n sources and let source i use an increase parameter C 0;i and a decrease parameter C 1;i : Let 1 ; 2 ; ; n denote their respective transmission rates in the limit notice that convergence is guaranteed by Theorem 1. Then = 1 + 2 + + n = 36 Suppose 0 1 ; 0 2 ; ; 0 n are the transmission rates at some time such that 0 1 + 0 2 + + 0 n = but let q be greater than q see Figure 7 . Let t 1 ; t 2 and t 3 be as shown in the gure. These are three disjoint segments of the time to complete one complete cycle. 6 Let 1 1 ; 1 2 ; ; 1 n be the new values of the 0 i s at the end of the cycle. Then, the equation for 1 1 is given by 1 1 = 0 1 e ,C1;1t1 + C 0;1 t 2 e ,C1;1t3 9
Other 1 i 's are similar. We then get, which implies complete fairness.
In real systems, this may be violated because the sources get the feedback information after di erent amounts of delay and due to nite queue capacity. We next investigate the e ect of feedback delay on the control algorithm. Figure 8 shows the mechanics of the system; r is the delay in obtaining the feedback information from the queue to the control point; d is the inertia in the forward direction in that it takes the control algorithm this much time to take e ect after is changed. Let us, for the moment, assume that d is 0:
The control algorithm can now be precisely stated as: q; the value of will either be greater than or less than depending on whether the process came from left or right respectively. Clearly the system cannot stabilize at q;:
Further, at any other point in the q , space, the process is forced to be in motion. Therefore the system oscillates. These oscillations cannot however, become unbounded.
To see this, suppose the process is currently at 0 ; q and 0 is large. g is C 0 : r time units later the control algorithm switches to the exponential decay phase. Hence, 2 is bounded from above. This means that if 0 is large, the diameter of the oscillation has to shrink in the next cycle. This, together with the fact that there can be no stable point, proves the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
Feedback delay, as expressed by Equation 42, introduces oscillations. These oscillations converge to a limit cycle.
While we believe that this limit cycle is unique, we d o not have a proof for it.
The diameter of the oscillatory cycle increases with the delay, r: If di erent sources experience di erent delays, they have di erent oscillatory cycles. This could lead to unfairness in resource usage.
Equations 44 The di erence is in the appearance of the term E gQt , rjq; instead of gq;: The former is the expected value of g at time t , r given that Qt = q and t = ; while the latter is the value of g at the current time itself. Computing the value of E g turns out to be non-trivial and is the subject of ongoing investigation. One goal is to n d a w ay to do so. A second goal is to nd ways to ensure that E g maintains desirable properties of convergence. For example, if one were in Quadrant II in Figure 2 , i.e., Qt q and t ; a desirable property o f E g would be for it to be negative and proportional to , :
While this may in fact turn out to be a formidable problem, it is interesting to see that if the system were deterministic, it can easily be ensured.
In the presence of delayed feedback, one may separate random uctuations into two categories | those that are short term and those that are medium term. By shortterm uctuations, we mean those which h a ve a time constant smaller than the roundtrip delay or as it turns out two round-trip delays; the feedback mechanism is not useful for tracking this phenomenon. Feedback m a y h o wever be used to track medium term uctuations | those that have a larger time constant. To lter out short-term uctuations, Ramakrishnan-Jain have used averaging of the feedback information over a period of time. Exponential averaging is another method that is often employed.
Summary and conclusions
We presented an approximate analysis of a queue with dynamically changing input rates based on implicit or explicit feedback. This was motivated by recent proposals for adaptive congestion control algorithms RaJa 88, 90, Jac 88 , where the sender's window size at the transport level was adjusted based on perceived congestion level of a bottleneck node. We developed an analysis methodology for a simpli ed system; yet it was powerful enough to answer the important questions regarding stability, convergence or oscillations, fairness and the signi cant e ect that delayed feedback plays on performance. Speci cally, w e found that, in the absence of feedback delay, the linear increase exponential decrease algorithm of Jacobson and Ramakrishnan-Jain Jac 88, RaJa 88 was provably stable and fair. Delayed feedback, on the other hand, introduced oscillations for every individual user as well as unfairness across those competing for the same resource. These oscillations settle down to a limit cycle, i.e., a cyclic pattern that was constant in the limit. This cyclic pattern is in agreement with simulation results of Zhang Zha 89 and the uid analysis of Bolot and Shankar BoSh 90 . The proof of the existence of a limit cycle, we believe, is a stronger result. The diameter of the limit cycle or equivalently the magnitude of the oscillations was seen to be sensitive to the parameters C 0 ; C 1 and the feedback delay. For instance, for a xed C 0 and feedback delay, a larger C 1 increased this diameter. So, while in the absence of feedback delay, a larger C 1 boosted the speed of convergence, in the presence of delay, it caused wilder oscillations. The size of the oscillations also increased with C 0 and feedback delay.
The model is fairly general and is applicable to evaluate the performance of a wide range of feedback control schemes.
For results with sigma > 0, please see the extended version of this paper in:
The Journal of High Speed Networks, (3), 1, 31-56, 1994. Balance equations for the steady state distribution describe the shape of f() and its moments. Numerical simulations of the FP-model show its time dependent behavior.
